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The Digital WarRoom®  
E-Discovery Platform
The Digital WarRoom® Platform is a robust e-discovery 
architecture designed to support fast and efficient ESI 
processing, content analysis and early case assessment, 
review, marking and production of email and documents in 
response to litigation, investigations, M&A activity, and 
other legal challenges.

One e-DiscOvery sOlutiOn fOr All MAtters

Whether your matter is one Gigabyte of data or many 
Terabytes, Digital WarRoom has the ideal solution to 
contain case data and make it accessible for searching, 
categorizing, review, marking, and production:   

• DWR Pro™: a robust desktop e-discovery application that 
processes email and document files, enabling a single 
user to search, organize, review, tag, redact, bates stamp 
and produce ESI on small and medium size matters, up to 
a million documents.

• DWR WorkGroup™: a multi-user application for end-to-
end e-discovery, supporting ESI processing, management, 
early case assessment, document review, tagging and 
production. Also available on a pre-configured appliance, 
DWR Server.™

• DWR Remote™: a secure repository hosted by GGO, is 
ideal for cases with high data volumes or globally 
dispersed teams. The SaaS “cloud computing” model 
combines managed access control with around-the-clock 
availability and GGO Administrative support.

Easy UPGRaDE fRom DEsktoP to HostED moDEls

When an initially small case evolves to a longer-term, 
higher volume matter, the database and attorney work 
product can transfer to a hosted model (on servers or in 
the cloud) with virtually unlimited storage.
 
• Extremely affordable PC application for small matters  

or sampling

• Risk-free migration path to large-scale hosted 
e-discovery on DWR WorkGroup, Server or DWR Remote

• All metadata and attorney work product remain intact 
on migration

• Eliminates time and expense of re-processing

• A Work Product Repository model makes documents 
and work product available for reference or reuse in 
subsequent matters

tRansPaREnt anD DEfEnsiblE PRocEssEs 

• Comprehensive Activity Logging: Every processing event 
is captured in detailed reports

• All attorney decisions are captured in a log file, confirm-
ing when and by whom a decision was made.

• System generated Privilege Log, print-ready and 
exportable

RobUst EaRly casE assEssmEnt 

• Keyword, Boolean, Fuzzy Search, stemming

• “What If” analysis explores content and metadata

• Graphical “Who to Whom” provides faceted views of 
relationships and conversations
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Digital WarRoom® by GGO 
The e-discovery experts at Gallivan, Gallivan and O’Melia 
are actively transforming the technology and practice of 
e-discovery. Our best-of-breed set of products, aptly 
named Digital WarRoom,™ is backed by deep expertise in 
processing, analytics, strategy, and e-discovery project 
management.

E-DISCOVERY FOR EVERYONE™

Traditional e-discovery services have catered to the 
‘mega-cases’ – perhaps as few as 10% of the overall 
number of matters in litigation. At GGO, our goal has 
always been to cost effectively support every client and 
every matter, regardless of scope or size. A true end-to-
end solution, the Digital WarRoom platform is capable of 
handling every matter in a cost-efficient and consistent 
manner. We do this on one seamless architecture, with 
the ability to flexibly configure and scale to fit the project 
at hand. 

EXPERt PRoJEct manaGEmEnt anD  
sPEcialty sERVicEs

We’ve got your back. Digital WarRoom software is 
amazingly easy to use, and many legal professionals will 
find themselves at a “Pro” skill level in just a few hours.  
However, if the case data, complexity or demands on your 
team should grow beyond your comfort level, the GGO 
team is ready to provide custom data mining, project 
management to assure your success.

Acquisition services, data forensics, encrypted data, and 
secure hosting of IP or case data for 3rd party review – all 
are among the specialty services we provide on request.  

Transforming the E-Discovery  
Value Proposition
Eliminate volume-based Pricing! The “per GB” model is 
past its prime. With Digital WarRoom, processing fees are 
based upon collections (or sets) of data to be processed, 
allowing you to accurately assess the cost of ESI process-
ing early enough to properly assess the case, and to avoid 
expensive surprises.

Potential Savings with Flat-fee Processing

*Processing includes expanding container files (zips, PST files, etc.), fingerprint-
ing, de-NISTing (identifying and removing system files based on MD5 finger- 
print), culling/filtering (date, extension, etc.), deduping, and indexing for 
keyword search. 

At GGO, we are software designers, lawyers, and innova-
tors who aspire to make a difference. We work hard, play 
hard, and give back to our community. We are changing 
the way the world thinks about value in e-discovery 
solutions. At the root of the GGO value proposition is a 
strong belief that well-designed technology can be 
accessible, affordable, and easy to use for all legal 
professionals. Let’s work together to change the way the 
world conducts e-discovery. 

ESI Volume Volume Based Digital WarRoom 
Processed* Processing per collection  
 at $300/GB processing fees

1-10 GB $300 - $3,000 $1,000     

10-100 GB $3,000 - $30,000 $2,000  


